The title compound 1, 4-(1-benzyl-5-methyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)-6-(3-methoxyphenyl)pyrimidin-2-amine (C 21 H 20 N 6 O), was synthesized and structurally characterized by elemental analysis, 1 H NMR,
INTRODUCTION
1,2,3-triazoles found to have wide range of important applications in the pharmaceutical, polymer, and material fields 1 . In addition, they have shown a broad spectrum of biological properties such as anti-bacterial 2 anti-allergic 3 , anti-HIV activity 4 and also serve as potential chemotherapeutic agents for various diseases 5 . On the other hand, substituted pyrimidine nuclei are found antiviral 6 , anti-tubercular, antineoplastic, anti-inflammatory, diuretic, antimalarial and cardiovascular 7 . In view of these bioactivities of the individual heterocycles, it was envisaged that the synthesis of novel hybrid molecules containing two of the above said moieties in a single frame is worth to attempt. Literature survey reveals that so for there is no experimental and theoretical study for the title compound. In recent years, density functional theory (DFT) has become an increasingly useful tool for theoretical studies. The success of DFT is mainly due to the fact that it describes small molecules more reliably than Hartree-Fock theory. It is also computationally less demanding than wave function based methods with inclusion of electron correlation [8] [9] . Thus, in order to characterize the correlation between molecular structure and macroscopic properties in the studied compound, it seems to be essential to undertake a detailed comparative study of the isolated molecule and the solid state unit. In this paper, a concerted approach by X-ray crystallography and DFT calculation was used, which takes advantage of both the high interpretative power of the theoretical studies and the precision and reliability of the experimental method.
The title compound has been synthesized and antibacterial activities are reported by our co-authors 10 . In this paper, we report the synthesis, crystal structure of 4-(1-benzyl-5-methyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)-6-(3-methoxyphenyl) pyrimidin-2-amine (C 21 H 20 N 6 O), as well as theoretical studies using the DFT(B3LYP) method and 6-311G(d,p) basis set. The aim of the present work was to describe and characterize the molecular structure and some electronic structure properties of the title compound, both experimentally and theoretically. Also, chemical reactivity values such as chemical hardness, chemical potential electronegativity and electrophilicity index and HomoLumo energy gap obtained theoretically can be used to understand the biological activity of the title compound.
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Synthesis of 1
The title compound 1 was obtained according to the reaction scheme 1. A mixture of (E)-1-(1-benzyl-5-methyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)-3-(3-methoxyphenyl)prop-2-en-1-one (0.2 g, 0.59 mmol), guanidine hydrochloride (0.17 g, 1.77 mmol) and NaOH (0.04 g, 1.0 mmol) in ethanol (10 mL) was refluxed for 40 min. Then, the reaction mixture was poured onto excess crushed ice and neutralized with dilute hydrochloric acid. The precipitated 4-(1-benzyl-5-methyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)-6-(3-methoxyphenyl)pyrimidin-2-amine was filtered and recrystallized from ethanol 10 . Needle like colourless single crystals of the title compound used in X-ray diffraction studies were grown in an ethanolic solution by slow evaporation of the solvent at room temperature and collected in 78% yield. 
X-ray Crystallography
A Crystal of the title compound having approximate dimension 0.30×0.25×0.11 mm 3 was mounted on a glass fiber using cyanoacrylate adhesive. All measurement were made on a Bruker AXS Kapppa Apex II single crystal X-ray diffractometer using graphite mono-chromated MoKα (λ = 0.71071 Å) radiation and CCD detector. Diffraction data were collected at room temperature by the ω-scan technique. Accurate unit cell parameters and orientation matrix were obtained by a least-squares fit of several high angle reflections in the ranges 2.17 o < θ < 26.00 o for the title compound. The unit cell parameters were determined for 36 frames measured (0.5 o phi-scan) from three different crystallographic zones and using the method of difference vectors. The intensity data were collected with an average four-fold redundancy per reflection and optimum resolution (0.75 Å). The intensity data collection, frames integration, Lorentz-polarization correction and decay correction were done using SAINT-NT (version 7.06a) software. Empirical absorption email: smurugavel27@gmail.com correction (multi-scan) was performed using SADABS 11 program. The structure was solved by direct methods using SHELXS-97 implemented in WinGX 12 program suit. The refinement was carried out by full-matrix leastsquare method on the positional and anisotropic temperature parameters of the non-hydrogen atoms, using SHELXL-97 13 . All the H atoms were positioned geometrically and constrained to ride on their parent atom with C-H = 0.93-0.97 Å and N-H = 0.86 Å, and with U iso (H) = 1.5 U eq for methyl H atoms and 1.2U eq (C) for other H atoms. Owing to poor agreement, the reflections [1 6 0], [-1 -1 8] and [-1 3 9] were omitted from the final cycles of refinement. The general-purpose crystallography tool PLATON 14 , ORTEP 15 and MERCURY 16 were used for structure analysis and presentation of the results. Details of the data collection, crystal parameters and refinement process of compound 1 are given in Table 1 . 
Computational Details
The molecular structure of the compound in ground state (in vacuo) was optimized using density functional theory DFT (B3LYP) 17, 18 method with the 6-311G (d, p) 19 basis set. All the calculation was performed without specifying any symmetry for the title molecule by using GaussView molecular visualization program 20 and Gaussian 03 program package 21 . The optimized geometrical parameters, energy, atomic charges and dipole moments were calculated using Gaussian 03W package. GaussView 03 program has been using to construct optimized molecular geometry, Mullikan charges, HOMO, LUMO energy distributions and HOMO-LUMO energy gap 22, 23 . The displacement ellipsoid plot and theoretical geometry structure with the atom-numbering scheme for compound 1 is shown in Fig. 1 . The compound crystallizes as a colourless needle shaped in the triclinic system, space group P -1 with cell constants: a = 6.2636 (5) The hydrogen bond geometry for compound 1 is presented in Table 2 . The molecular conformation is stabilized by an intramolecular C10-H10B… N4 hydrogen bond, which generates a S(6) ring motif 27 . In the crystal, molecules are linked by two pairs of inversion-related N6-H6B N5 and C7-H7A N2 hydrogen bonds, each generating alternate R 2 2 (8) ring motifs in a zigzag supramolecular chain that runs along c-axis. These chains stack along a-axis via N6-H6A…O1 hydrogen bonds forming a two-dimensional supramolecular network (Table 2 and Fig. 2 ) Symmetry codes : (i) 1-x,1-y,-z; (ii) 1-x,-y,1-z; (iii) 1+x,-1+y,z. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Description of Crystal structure
DFT Calculations
The first task for the computational work is to determine the optimized geometry of the title compound. The starting coordinates were obtained from X-ray structure determination. The optimized parameters (bond lengths, bond angles) of the compound 1 were obtained using (DFT/B3LYP) method with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. The results are listed in Table 3 and compared with the experimental data for the title compound.
As seen from the Table 3 , the agreement between the theoretically calculated and the experimentally obtained structure parameters for the title compound are very good. In view of the bond lengths in Table 3 , most predicted values are longer than experimental ones. We note that the experimental results are for the solid phase and the theoretical calculations are for the gas phase. In the solid state, the existence of a crystal field along with the intermolecular interactions connect the molecules together, which results in the difference in bond parameters between the calculated and experimental values 28 . When the X-ray structure of the title compound is compared with its optimized counterpart (see Fig. 1 ), conformational discrepancies are observed. The orientation of the methoxy phenyl ring of compound 1 proved the most notable discrepancy, and is defined with torsion angle N5-C13-C15-C20 = -40.1(4)°, which is calculated at -14.453° for B3LYP/6-311G (d,p) level. As seen from Table  3 , the difference between the X-ray and calculated values for the bond lengths C5-C6, C14-N6 and C18-C19 are 0.0306 Å, 0.0352 Å and 0.0149 Å, respectively. Similarly, the difference for bond angles C7-N1-C9, N5-C14-N6 and C12-C13-C15 are 0.803°, 1.216° and 1.57°, respectively. This difference is more not only because of intramolecular C10-H10B…N4 hydrogen bond but also due to intermolecular N6-H6B…N5, C7-H7A…N2, and N6-H6A…O1 interactions. According to experimental and theoretical values, the dihedral angles between triazole and pyrimidine rings are 17.8 (1)º and 1.6°, respectively and also between benzene ring and methoxy phenyl ring are 40.2 (2)º and 64.2°, respectively.
A global comparison was performed by superimposing the molecular skeletons obtained from X-ray diffraction and the theoretical calculations atom by atom (Fig. 3) , obtaining RMSE's values of 0.688 Å for (DFT/B3LYP) method with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. This magnitude of RMSE can be explained by the fact that the intermolecular coulombic interaction with the neighbouring molecules are absent in gas phase, whereas the experimental result corresponds to interacting molecules in the crystal lattice. The atomic charge in molecules is fundamental to chemistry. For instance, atomic charge has been used to describe the processes of electronegativity equalization and charge transfer in chemical reactions 29, 30 and to model the electrostatic potential outside molecular surfaces [31] [32] [33] . Mulliken atomic charges calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) methods are collected in Table 4 . It is worthy to mention that C19,C14, C13, C11, and C9 atoms of title compound exhibit positive charges, while other carbon atoms exhibit negative charges. The charge values for Nitrogen N4 and C10 atoms are -0.4173 and -0.2496 a.u., respectively. The positive atomic charge is obtained for H10B is 0.1435 a.u. However, all the hydrogen atoms exhibit a net positive charge. The presence of large negative charge on N4 and C10 atoms and net positive charge on H10B atom may confirms the formation of C10-H10B…N4 intramolecular interaction in solid forms. 
Mulliken analysis
Molecular orbital studies
The most widely used theory by chemists is the molecular orbital (MO) theory. The frontier molecular orbitals play an important role in the electronic and optical properties, as well as in UV-VIS spectra and chemical reactions 34 . The DFT calculated electronic absorption spectra, the maximum absorption wavelength corresponding to the electronic transition is from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The frontier molecular orbital energies of the title compound are shown in Fig. 4 .
The energy gap between HOMO and LUMO is a critical parameter in determining molecular electrical transport properties 35, 36 . The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy is -1.5110 eV and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy is -5.8777 eV. The energy gap of HOMO-LUMO explains the ultimate charge transfer interaction within the molecule, and the frontier orbital energy gap of title compound is found to be -4.3267 eV obtained at DFT method using 6-311G(d,p) basis set. Lower the HOMO-LUMO gap explains the eventual charge transfer interactions taking place within the molecule, which influences the biological activity of the molecule.
Chemical reactivity
Chemical reactivity indices like chemical hardness (η), electronegativity (χ), electronic chemical potential (μ), and electrophilicity Index (ω), are calculated using DFT. Chemical hardness is associated with the stability and reactivity of a chemical system. In a molecule, it measures the resistance to change in the electron distribution or charge transfer. On the basis of frontier molecular orbitals, chemical hardness corresponds to the gap between the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO). Chemical hardness is approximated using equation η = (E LUMO − E HOMO )/2, where E LUMO and Electrophilicity index (ω) 3.1887 E HOMO are the LUMO and HOMO energies, respectively. The larger the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, the molecule will be harder, more stable and less reactive. Table 5 (row 4) contains the computed chemical hardness value for title compound.
The concept of electronegativity put forward by Pauling 37 is defined as ''the power of an atom in a molecule to attract electrons towards itself''. Higher is the electronegativity of the species, greater is its electron accepting power or rather the electrophilicity. Electronegativity is determined using equation χ = -(E HOMO + E LUMO ) /2, Table 5 (row 6) contains the computed electronegativity values for title compound.
Electronic chemical potential is defined as the negative of electronegativity of a molecule 38 and determined using equation μ = (E HOMO + E LUMO )/2. Physically, μ describes the escaping tendency of electrons from an equilibrium system 39 . The value of μ for title compound is presented in table 5 (row 5).
Global electrophilicity index (ω), introduced by Parr, is calculated using the electronic chemical potential and chemical hardness as shown in equation ω = μ 2 /2η. Electrophilicity index measures the propensity or capacity of a species to accept electrons 40, 41 . It is a measure of the stabilization in energy after a system accepts additional amount of electronic charge from the environment 42, 43 . The electrophilicity value of the title compound is presented in table 5 (row 7).
The HOMO and LUMO orbital energies are related to gas phase ionization energies (I) and electron affinities (A) of the isomers according to the Koopmans' theorem through equations A = − E LUMO , I = − E HOMO . Electron affinity refers to the capability of a ligand to accept precisely one electron from a donor.
With reference to the paper 44 
Molecular Electrostatic Potential
The Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) is a plot of electrostatic potential mapped onto the constant electron density surface. The MEP has been used primarily for predicting sites and relative reactivity towards electrophilic attack, in studies of biological recognition and hydrogen bonding interactions 45, 46 . The negative electrostatic potential corresponds to an attraction of the proton by the concentrated electron density in the molecule (and is colored in shades of red on the EPS surface), the positive electrostatic potential corresponds to repulsion of the proton by atomic nuclei in regions where low electron density exists and the nuclear charge is incompletely shielded (and is colored in shades of blue). Potential increases in the order red < orange < yellow < green < blue. 
Thermodynamic properties
The thermodynamics parameters of the compound have also been computed in order to get reliable relations among energetic, structural and reactivity characteristics of the molecules. Knowledge of permanent dipole moment of a molecule allows us to determine molecule's conformation. The values of thermodynamic parameters such as zero-point vibrational energy, thermal energy and dipole moment of title compound by DFT method with 6-311G(d,p) basis set at 298.15 K and 1 atm pressure were calculated and listed in Table 6 . From Table 6 , the high value of dipole moment of title compound signifies high delocalization of charges, resulting in the formation of relatively loose structured, charge separated species.
The temperature dependence of the thermodynamic properties such as heat capacity at constant pressure (  m p , C ), entropy (  m S ) and enthalpy (  m H ) for the title compound have been determined by B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) method in temperature range 100-500 K and listed in Table 7 . From Table  7 , it can be observed that these thermodynamic parameters increase with rise of temperature due to the fact that the molecular vibrational thermal energies increase with temperature. The correlation equations between heat capacities, entropies, enthalpy changes and temperatures were fitted by quadratic formulas given in equations. Below, and the corresponding fitting factors (R 2 ) for these thermodynamic properties were found to be 0.999. The temperature dependence correlation graphs are shown in Fig.6 . These equations could be used for further studies on the title compound. For instance, when the interaction of title compound with another compound is studied, these thermodynamic properties could be obtained from the above equation and then can be used to calculate the change in Gibbs free energy of the reaction, which will in turn help to judge the spontaneity of the reaction.
CONCLUSION
The title compound was synthesized and has been confirmed by NMR and structural (single-crystal X-ray diffraction) techniques. To support the solid state structure, the geometric parameters of the title compound have been calculated using density functional theory DFT (B3LYP) method with the 6-311G(d, p) basis sets, and compared with the experimental findings. It was noted here that the experimental results belong to solid phase and theoretical calculations belong to gaseous phase. In the solid state, the existence of the crystal field along with the intermolecular interactions have connected the molecules together, which result in the differences of bond parameters between the calculated and experimental values. The small HOMO-LUMO gap value and the chemical reactivity values shows that the molecule is biologically active. The MEP map confirms the existence of intermolecular N-H…N, N-H…O and C-H…N interactions. The correlations between the statistical thermodynamics and temperature are also obtained. It is seen that the heat capacities, entropies and enthalpies increase with the increasing temperature owing to the intensities of the molecular vibrations increase with increasing temperature. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
